ABSTRACT. Let X be a complex Banach space, (Cl,T,,fj.) a finite measure space, and 1 < p < oo. Then LP(/¿;X) has the analytic Radon-Nikodym property if and only if X has it.
Introduction.
In [2] Bukhvalov and Danilevich introduced the notion of the analytic Radon-Nikodym property. The relationship between the analytic RadonNikodym property and the existence of bounded holomorphic embeddings has been studied by Aurich [1] , while its relationship with representable operators has been studied by Dowling [5] . Recently, Edgar [7] has shown that a complex Banach space has the analytic Radon-Nikodym property if and only if every Li-bounded analytic martingale in X converges. In this note we are going to show that if a complex Banach space X has the analytic Radon-Nikodym property then so does Lp(n;X) for 1 < p < oo, where (fi,£,/z) is a finite measure space. For details on vector-valued holomorphic functions see [4, 8] . (HP(X), \\ ■ \\p) is a Banach space for 1 < p < oo.
THEOREM 1 [2] . Let X be a complex Banach space. The following are equivalent:
(a) X has the analytic Radon-Nikodym property, (b) for some p, 1 < p < oo, every function in HP(X) has radial limits a.e., (c) for all p, 1 < p < oo, every function in HP(X) has radial limits a.e., (d) for some p, 1 < p < oo, limrti fr exists in LP(T; X) for every f G HP(X), where fr{eie) = f{reie), (e) for all p, 1 < p < oo, limr|i fr exists in LP(T; X) for every f G HP(X).
The analytic Radon-Nikodym
property for Lp(p,;X). THEOREM 2. Let X be a complex Banach space, 1 < p < oo, and (fi,£,//) a /mite measure space. Then Lp(n;X) has the analytic Radon-Nikodym property if X does.
PROOF. Let / G Hp{Lp{n;X)). Then f(z) = E^°=oa«z"> where a« G lp(m; *) for all n G N. Since / is holomorphic we have that, for each 0 < r < 1, oô 2 \\an\\r" < OO, n=0 that is, for each 0 < r < 1, £(/nKMII"dMu;)J rn<co.
Hence, for each 0 < r < 1, V(7 ||a"(o;)||',dMMVn<00. for almost all w G fî, and from this we get that, for each 0 < r < 1,
for almost all u£Ü. Thus, the function f(-)(uj):D -► X, defined by /(z)(w) = S^°=o an(w)2"' is holomorphic for almost all w G H. 
